
vocabulary Short answers Questions 

Home ,bathroom, bedroom, kitchen, living room, He is in the bedroom.  
 

They are in the living room. 

Where's my father? 
 

Where's my sisters ? 

Jigsaw puzzle , computer game , garden , wardrobe 
,bookcase , lamp , sofa , window, TV , On – in – 
under – next to, between 
opposite 

 

It's on the bed. 
 

They are next to the sofa. 
 

It's between the school and 
the restaurant. 

Where's the board game? 
 

Where are the dolls? 
 

Where's the police station? 

My parrot is red.- 

-Your lizard is brown. 
His parrot is green.- 

-Her bird is brown. 

-Our rabbit is white. 
-Snake, planes , buses 

Yes, I have. 
No, I haven't. 

 
Yes, they have. 
No, they haven't. 

Have you got a fish? 
 

 
Have they get big ears? 

Curly hair, straight hair, long, short, face, neck, 
teeth, feet, mouth, head , wings, leg, tail, hump, 

 
Its neck is very long. 
Their tails are short. 

Yes, he has. 
No, he hasn't 

 
Yes, she has. 
No, she hasn't. 

Has he get brown eyes? 
 

 
Has she get small ears? 
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vocabulary  Short answers Questions  

Talk ,jump , run, fly, see, look, eat, climb a tree, clap 
 

It can run and swim but it can't fly. 

Yes, I can. 
No, I can't. 

Can you swim?  

Animals, wolf, hippo, hen penguin, elephant, fox 
,crocodile, sheep, tiger, lion, zebra, goat, chimp, 
monkey, camel, kangaroo, dolphin, 

I can see 3 fish. How many fish can you see? 

Library , toy shop, park, supermarket, farm,  
There is a farm. 
There are three restaurants. 

Yes, there is. 
No, there isn't. 

Is there a playground in your 
town? 

Raining , cloudy , windy , cold , hot , sunny 
 

My favorite weather is cloudy. 

It's sunny. 

 
It's windy. 

 

What's the weather like? 

 
What's the weather like in your city? 

 

Child- children ,         Man-men 
Woman- women ,    Tooth –teeth 
Foot- feet ,                Wolf- wolves 
Sheep-sheep 

I have got a bike. 
You have got plane. 
 We have got cars. 
You have got kites. 
They have got buses. 

 

* Th: three     *-Th:this – that 

Ph: phone   * -Ch: teacher–chair* 

*Sh : short – shoes- sheep 

* ( p-b,)            *( f- v, ) 
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